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PLOTNONPLOT is a relatively new architecture 
firm. How did you three meet? 
Grant: we studied architecture together at carleton 
university but really got to know each other in 2002 on 
a month-long trip as part of a directed studies abroad 
program. we traced the roots of jazz and blues from the 
rock and roll hall of Fame in cleveland to new Orleans 
and back up the Mississippi Delta. thirty days on a 
cramped tour bus was really our first testing ground. 

Explain the name.
Grant: Our name actually has a few playful meanings. 
plOtnOnplOt does have some links to the techni-
cal process of drawing with caD but also comes from 
the idea of storytelling. plot and nonplot are the two 
main elements of a story, the plot being the tangible 
— the words you see on the page — and the nonplot 
being the parts that are intangible but give the story 
meaning. we wanted to focus our firm and our projects 
on both of these — we see them as inseparable and 
equally important.

Your work is very thoughtful and detail-oriented. 
Does that extend to how you dress?
Bex: i try to exercise selective focus when choosing 
what to wear, or it becomes a long exercise.
Grant: i select items that are more versatile and func-
tional rather than focusing on the minutiae. i put more 
thought into adding a new piece to my wardrobe than  
i do to getting dressed in the morning. 
Mark: i actually try to simplify clothing selection and 
cut down on decision time there. i limit my closet to 
fewer pieces, and i feel comfortable wearing them all.

Do you gravitate toward any particular colours?
Bex: i love dark shades and brighter, irreverent colours. 
i’m a big fan of stark contrast.
Grant: in my closet, i tend to lean toward dark, solid 
colours. in my work, it’s usually more airy and white 
with a punch of bold colour. 
Mark: Mostly natural and subdued tones, both for work 
and for clothing. i like materials that age gracefully.

What do you feel most comfortable wearing?
Bex: well-executed eyeliner.
Grant: Jeans and a t-shirt.
Mark: Depends on the situation. 

I have heard the term “architect’s dress code.”  
It seems to entail wearing lots of black. Do most 
architects really dress like this? Do you?
Grant: i’d like to say no, but i do wear a lot of black. 
Our jobs have a lot of varying tasks, from getting messy 
with pens when designing to going on construction 
sites to attending community meetings — all in an 
afternoon. Black is versatile enough for everything.
Bex: i’m also very comfortable wearing black. i’ve been 
told i like it too much.

You have worked on a real range of fun projects 
lately — from The Rowan restaurant in the Glebe 
to an urban passive house to a renovation of a 
photographer’s studio and home. How do you 
choose what to take on? 
Mark: we want to make architecture more accessible 
to people. with that goal, we value open-mindedness 
in our clients very highly and it plays into our decisions 
to either take on work or not. with a strong client/ 
architect relationship, i believe you can find opportuni-
ties for creativity and meaning in all projects.  

My Look  |   Bex Fernando, Grant Oikawa, and Mark Rosen

Bex (left), grant (centre), 
and Mark (right) were 
photographed at the rowan, 
which they designed in 2015. 
Bex is wearing a blouse from 
Vince, jeans by rag & bone, 
which she bought at schad, 
and Dr. Martens from neOn 
clothing. grant sports a shirt 
by Black ice clothing, Buffalo 
Jeans, and aldo shoes. Mark 
is wearing a united tailors 
blazer from Frank & Oak,  
an indochino shirt, jeans by 
naked & Famous Denim, 
which he found at nrMl,
and hudson shoes.
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